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HUNTING ACCIDENTS. 

Thursday, November 7th, 
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Dehorning Calves With Lye, 
When the calf is two or three days | 

old examine its head and as soon as | 
the horns can be detected proceed as | 
follows Rub a little lard or other | 
grease Into the halr around the horn, 
Have ready a can of concentrated lye 

| that has been opened long enough to 
become softened by absorbing mols. 

| ture from the alr, roll a bit of mus- | 
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{to buy lumber that, 

one quarter waste tt’ splits, etc. is fully 
CO S It may look cheap. but just figure out 

the waste and your labor and then 
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| soe how “cheap” It In. The better and 
{wiser plan by far is to make sure that | 

keeps children 
healthful and happy. 

the lumber is right and then ask the 
price. That's our plan and policy 
and It's right. Buy from us 

Give them a few drops of 
this strengthening food. 
medicine every day and 
watch them grow. 
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At ows yard, opposite the P, 
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Nore Billions of Stamps Used. 
To give one an dea of just 

many stamps are used In America, the 

paper for which is all made In the 
Lock Haven mill, It will be amazing 

Hunters’ association | to learn it runs Inte the billions A 
He can ride a fast | dispatch from Washington states that 

horse hounds over all kinds | the extent of the mall communiontion 
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THE BEST HEATERS MADE-YOU WILL FIND THEM AT 
hands uver the animal, 

G. M. Mayes, of ‘Hublersburg, killed 
a fine 12. 00und turkey, five rabbits 
and one pheasant last 

stamps were turned out by the Hurean | 
of Engraving and Printing during the | 
last fisenl year, This Is an Increase | 
of nearly nine per cent as compared 
with the preceding year. | 

ALL DRUGGISTS 

TrLEPFHONE 

Superior Screenings for lime 
burning, Builders’ and plas 
terers’ Sand 

Commerionl No, 
CALLS | Central No, 1301 

Olewine's Hardware Store.  


